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TOPOLOGY OF THE ELLIPTICAL BILLIARD
WITH THE HOOKE'S POTENTIAL
Milena Radnovi¢
Abstra t. Using Fomenko graphs, we present a topologi al des ription of
the ellipti al billiard with Hooke's potential.

1. Introdu tion

Mathemati al billiard is a system where a material point moves with a onstant
velo ity inside the billiard desk, while the impa ts o the boundary are ideally
elasti and the velo ity is hanged a ording to the billiard ree tion law [15℄. The
boundary of the billiard desk an be any pie ewise smooth urve.
A remarkable lass of su h systems are ellipti al billiards, due to their ni e
geometri al properties. Ea h traje tory of ellipti al billiard has a austi a urve
tou hing all segments, or their straight extensions, of the traje tory. Moreover,
the austi is a oni onfo al with the boundary and it represents a geometri al
manifestation of the integral of motion [1, 15, 9℄.
One an onsider billiard motion in a potential eld as well. Integrable lasses
of potential perturbations of ellipti al billiards were studied in [16, 6, 7℄. The
Hooke's potential belongs to that lass and the dynami s of su h a billiard was
studied in [13℄, where the Lax representation of that system was onstru ted and a
general solution obtained in terms of theta-fun tions. Some remarkable geometri al
properties of the system are also proved in [13℄: ea h traje tory has two austi s
whi h are onfo al with the boundary.
The obje tive of this work is to give topologi al des ription of the ellipti al
billiard with the Hooke's potential. To a hieve that, we are using tools, widely
known as the Fomenko graphs, whi h odify the topologi al essen e of the Liouville
foliation of integrable systems with two degrees of freedom. The detailed a ount
on Fomenko graphs an be found in [3℄, see also [4, 5, 2℄ and referen es therein.
For topologi al des ription of ellipti al billiards without potential see [8, 10, 11℄
and for billiards within onfo al parabolas [14℄.
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Next, in Se tion 2, we review the main steps from [13℄ of the integration proedure of the ellipti al billiard within an ellipse in the presen e of the Hooke's
potential. Se tion 3 ontains topologi al des ription of that system. The main
result is Theorem 3.1, where the Fomenko ivariants for the isoenergy manifolds are
al ulated. For the riti al losed orbits, we dis uss their stability in Corollary 3.1.
2. Integrability of the system

In [13℄, billiard within an ellipsoid in the n-dimensional spa e with the Hooke's
potential was onsidered. In this se tion, we review the integration pro edure from
[13℄ in the planar ase: n = 2.
Suppose that in the eld with the Hooke's potential :
σ 2
(2.1)
(x + y 2 ), σ > 0,
2
a parti le of unit mass moves within ellipse:
x2
y2
+
= 1, a > b > 0,
a
b
satisfying the billiard law when being ree ted o the boundary.
˜ ṽ) be the billiard mapping, where ξ, ξ̃ ∈ E are onse utive
Let B : (ξ, v) 7→ (ξ,
points of ree tion o the boundary, and v, ṽ the velo ity ve tors at ξ, ξ˜ after the
ree tion. Expli it formulae for B are:

1
ξ˜ = − σξ − (v, Av)ξ + 2(ξ, Av)v ,
ν

1
˜
ṽ = − σv − (v, Av)v − 2σ(ξ, Av)ξ + µAξ,
ν


˜
p
2(ṽ, Aξ)
1/a 0
.
ν = 4σ(ξ, Av)2 + (σ − (v, Av))2 , µ =
, A=
˜ A2 ξ)
˜
0
1/b
(ξ,

(2.2)

E:

It turns out that the billiard mapping B has the Lax pair representation. Up to
the symmetry (ξ, v) 7→ (−ξ, −v), the billiard mapping is equivalent to the equation
L̃(λ) = M (λ)L(λ)M −1 (λ),

where:
L(λ) =
M (λ) =




qλ (ξ, v)
qλ (v, v) − σ
,
−qλ (ξ, ξ) + 1
−qλ (ξ, v)


σλ − (v, Av)λ + 2(ξ, Av)µ
−2(ξ, Av)λ


2σ(ξ, Av)λ − σµ + (v, Av)µ
,
σλ − (v, Av)λ

˜ ṽ in the same way as L(λ) on ξ, v , and
with L̃(λ) depending on ξ,
ξ1 η1
ξ2 η2
qλ (ξ, η) =
+
.
a−λ b−λ
The billiard traje tories have the following geometri al properties.
Ea h segment of a given billiard traje tory within E is an ar of an ellipse with
the entre at the oordinate origin [1℄. Moreover, as proved in [13℄, all these ellipses
are tou hing the same pair of oni s, onfo al with E .
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If we denote the family of oni s onfo al with E as follows:
Cλ :

y2
x2
+
= 1,
a−λ b−λ

then the parameters of the austi s of a given traje tory are the roots of the hara teristi polynomial:
(2.3)

p(λ) = (λ − a)(λ − b) det L(λ).
3. Topologi al properties

The aim of this se tion is to give the topologi al hara terisation of the isoenergy manifolds.
In the next proposition, we summarise some geometri al properties of the system.
Proposition 3.1. Consider a given billiard traje tory within the ellipse E (2.2)
with the Hooke's potential (2.1). Let E be the total energy orresponding to that
traje tory and Cλ1 , Cλ2 its austi s, λ1 6 λ2 . Then:

• λ1 + λ2 = a + b − σ2 E ;
• Cλ1 is an ellipse and it ontains E , i.e. λ1 6 0;
• if a segment of the traje tory ontains a fo us of E , then the next segment
ontains the other fo us. Cλ2 is then the degenerate oni : λ2 = b;
• if a segment of the traje tory iterse ts the segment ontaining the fo i,
than ea h segment interse ts it as well. Cλ2 is then a hyperbola or the
degenerate oni that oin ides with the y -axis: b < λ2 6 a;
• if a segment of the traje tory does not iterse t the segment ontaining the
fo i, than none of the segments interse t it. Cλ2 is then an ellipse within
E : 0 6 λ2 < b.
Proof. The leading oe ient of the hara teristi polynomial p(λ) (2.3) is
equal to σ , and the oe ient multiplying λ is v 2 + σξ 2 − σ(a + b) = 2E − σ(a + b),
from where the rst statment follows.
One of the austi s will be the ellipse ontaining the extensions of the billiard
segments. Sin e the billiard impa ts are o E , that austi need to satisfy the
se ond statement.
The other austi is either an ellipse ins ribed in the traje tory, a hyperbola,
or a degenerate oni , whi h proves the rest of the proposition.


We will refer to the oni Cλ1 from Proposition 3.1 as the outer austi of the
given billiard traje tory and to Cλ2 as the inner austi . Proposition 3.1 shows
that the inner austi has the properties analoguous to the propeties of the unique
austi in the ase of the ellipti al billiard without potential. The billiard with the
Hooke's potential has the famous fo al property as well.
The phase spa e of the ellipti al billiard is:

M = (ξ, v) | ξ is within E and v ∈ Tξ R2 / ∼
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with
(ξ, v1 ) ∼ (ξ, v2 )
⇐⇒
ξ ∈ E and v1 + v2 ∈ Tξ E and v1 − v2 ⊥ Tξ E.

Note that M ontains traje tories that have empty interse tion with the boundarythese are traje tories with the outer austi within E . A traje tory with the
austi s Cλ1 , Cλ2 will have a non-empty interse tion with E if and only if the outer
austi ontains E and the inner austi is either ellipse within E or a hyperbola,
whi h is equivalent to λ1 λ2 6 0, i. e. the onstant term of the hara teristi
polynomial (2.3) need to be non-positive:
(v2 ξ1 − v1 ξ2 )2 − (bv12 + av22 ) − σ(bξ12 + aξ22 ) + abσ 6 0.

So, we will onsider the following subset of M:
MB = {(ξ, v) ∈ M | (v2 ξ1 − v1 ξ2 )2 − (bv12 + av22 ) − σ(bξ12 + aξ22 ) + abσ 6 0}.

Denote by µ be the following map:
µ : MB → R2 ,

(ξ, v) 7→ (E, λ2 ),

with
v2
σξ 2
E(ξ, v) =
+
,
2
2
p
σ(a + b) − v 2 − σξ 2 + (σ(a + b) − v 2 − σξ 2 )2 − 4σp(0)
λ2 (ξ, v) =
,
2σ
p(0) = (v2 ξ1 − v1 ξ2 )2 − (bv12 + av22 ) − σ(bξ12 + aξ22 ) + abσ.

It maps ea h point of MB to the pair (E, λ2 ) orresponding to the total energy
and the parameter of the inner austi . From Proposition 3.1, it follows that the
image of µ is the set:
n
o
2
(E, λ2 ) | 0 6 λ2 6 a and λ2 + E > a + b ,
σ
whi h is shown in Figure 1.
Theorem 3.1. The isoenergy manifolds for the billiard within the ellipse E
with the Hooke's potential (2.1) are shown in Figure 2.
There A and B are standard Fomenko atoms: A is a level set ontaining a
single losed orbit, while B denotes a singular level set ontaining one losed orbit
and two separatri es with homo lini traje tories.
By T we denoted a torus ontaining only losed orbits, and by 8 a produ t of
gure 8 with the ir lea non-standard singular level set that ontains only losed
orbits.

The lowest energy level that ontains billiard traje tories is E = σb
2 .
There, only one billiard traje tory existsthe one pla ed along y -axis. At the tou hing points with E , the velo ity equals 0.
Proof.
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Figure 1. Bifur ation diagram for the ellipti al billiard with the
Hooke's potential.
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The Fomenko graphs for the ellipti al billiard with the
Hooke's potential.
Figure 2.

σa
For E ∈ ( σb
2 , 2 ), the inner austi is always a hyperbola. There is one Liouville
torus orresponding to ea h non-singular level set. The isoenergy manifold ontains
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two singular level sets. The rst one orresponds to the degenerate inner austi
Ca and it ontains only one orbit: the traje tory is pla ed along y -axis, but now
the parti le hits the boundary with non-zero velo ity. That level set is represented
by the Fomenko atom A.
The se ond singular level set orresponds to the inner austi with the parameter λ2 = a+ b − σ2 E and the outer austi E . The orbits on that level set orrespond
to the ellipses with the entre at the origin, whi h are ins ribed in E and tou hing
Cλ2 . Among them, there are two ellipses that degenerate to the segments ontaining the origin with the endpoints at the interse tion points of E and Cλ2 . The level
set is a torus and it is represented by the non-standard atom T.
For E = σa
orresponding to ea h non-singular level set is
2 , the inner austi
again a hyperbola. The non-standard singular level set, represented by the vertex
8, orresponds to the degenerate austi Cb . The orbits on that level set orrespond
to the ellipses with the entre at the origin, whi h are ins ribed in E and ontain
the fo i. One of these ellipses degenerates to the big diameter of E . The level
set is isomorphi to the produ t of the gure 8 with the ir le. The orbit on the
self-interse tion part of the set orresponds to the motion along the x-axis.
σ(a+b)
For E ∈ ( σa
), there is one Liouville torus in ea h of the level sets
2 ,
2
that orrespond to hyperbolas as inner austi s, and two Liouville tori if the inner
austi is an ellipse. The non-standard singular level set ontains losed orbitsthe
traje tories are ellipses ins ribed in E and ir ums ribed about the inner austi .
That set is omposed of two toriea h one orresponds to one winding dire tion
about the origin.
When E > σ(a+b)
there are no non-standard singular level sets. The two A2
atoms on the right hand side of the Fomenko atom orrespond to the limit ase
when the inner austi oin ides with E . When the energy appro hes innity, the
billiard segments be ome straight, so the numeri al topologi al invariants will be
the same as in the ase of the billiard without potential.

Remark 3.1. The bifur ation set of the system is the union of three half-lines:
σb
σa
σ(a + b)
λ2 = a, E >
, λ2 = b, E >
, λ2 = 0, E >
,
2
2
2
see Figure 1.
3.2. The segments λ2 = a + b − σ2 E ∈ (0, b) ∪ (b, a) does not belong
to the iriti al set. They orrespond to the value λ1 = 0, that is to the ase when
the outer austi Cλ1 oin ides with the billiard border E . All traje tories mapped
to those segments are ellipses.
For λ2 ∈ (b, a), the traje tories are ellipses ins ribed in E and ir ums ribed
about the hyperbola Cλ2 . Among them, there are two degenerate ellipsessegments
ontaining the origin with the endpoints at the interse tions of E and Cλ2 . Ea h
non-degenerate ellipse is overed two orbits, orresponding to the lo kwise and the
ounter lo kwise motion about the origin.
For λ2 ∈ (0, b), the traje tories are ellipses ins ribed in E and ir ums ribed
about the ellipse Cλ2 . There are two onne ted omponents of the level set, one
ontaining the lo kwise orbits, another ounter lo kwise ones.
Remark
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The orresponding level sets are non-standard atoms T. Saturated neighbourhoods of these atoms in the isoenergy manifolds are shown in Figure 3.
3.3. Point λ2 = b, E = σa
2 belongs to the riti al set. The traje tories
are ellipses ins ribed in E and ontaining the fo i. Only one traje tory is a riti al
orbitthe one pla ed along x-axis.
The orresponding level set is a non-standard atom 8. Its saturated neighbourhood is shown in Figure 4.
Remark

×S1

×S1

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Neighbourhood of T.

Neighbourhood of 8.

Along with the bifur ation diagram, it is useful to onstru t the bifur ation
omplex, that is the topologi al spa e, whose points are onne ted omponents of
the level sets in the Liouville foliation, with the natural fa tor-topology [2℄. The
bifur ation omplex for the ellipti al billiard with the Hooke's potential is a ell
omplex omposed of three ells with a ommon half-line, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5.

Bifur aton omplex.

Corollary 3.1. Criti al periodi billiard traje tories along y -axis and the limit
periodi traje tories along the ellipse E are stable, while riti al periodi traje tories
along x-axis are unstable.
Proof. The statement follows from Theorem 3.1, sin e the traje tories along
y -axis they orrespond to A-atoms for λ2 = a, the limit traje tories along E to
A-atoms for λ2 = 0, and the riti al traje tories along x-axis are ontained in the
B and 8 atoms from λ2 = b.
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Using [2℄, we an get that on lusion from the bifur ation omplex in Figure 5,
sin e the points orresponding to λ2 = a and λ2 = 0 are on the border of the
omplex, while inner points of the omplex orrespond to λ2 = b.

Remark 3.4. The stability of periodi orbits of general billiards with potential
is studied in [12℄.
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TOPOLOGIJA ELIPTIQKOG BILIJARA SA HUKOVIM
POTENCIJALOM
Rezime. Koristei Fomenkove grafove, dajemo topoloxki opis eliptiqkog bilijara sa Hukovim potencijalom.
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